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�e illegal trade in live apes, ape meat and body parts occurs across all ape range states and 

poses a signi�cant and growing threat to the long-term survival of wild ape populations world-

wide. What was once a purely subsistence and cultural activity, now encompasses a global 

multi-million-dollar trade run by sophisticated trans-boundary criminal networks. �e chal-

lenge lies in teasing apart the complex and interrelated factors that drive the ape trade, while 

implementing strategies that do not exacerbate inequality. �is volume of State of the Apes 

brings together original research and analysis with topical case studies and emerging best 

practices, to further the ape conservation agenda around killing, capture and trade.

�is title is available as an open access eBook via Cambridge Core and at  

www.stateo�heapes.com.
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�e world’s primates are among the most endangered of all tropical species. All great ape 

species – gorilla, chimpanzee, bonobo and orangutan – are classi�ed as either Endangered or 

Critically Endangered. Furthermore, nearly all gibbon species are threatened with extinction. 

Whilst linkages between ape conservation and economic development, ethics and wider envi-

ronmental processes have been acknowledged, more needs to be done to integrate biodiversity 

conservation within broader economic, social and environmental communities if those con-

nections are to be fully realized and addressed.

Intended for a broad range of policymakers, industry experts and decision-makers, 

academics, researchers and NGOs, the State of the Apes series will look at the threats to these 

animals and their habitats within the broader context of economic and community devel-

opment. Each publication presents a di�erent theme, providing an overview of how these 

factors interrelate and a�ect the current and future status of  apes, with robust statistics, welfare 

indicators, o�cial and various other reports providing an objective and rigorous analysis of 

relevant issues.
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Foreword

U
nderstanding the impact of human 

behavior on the environment and 

the countless species facing serious 

threats to their survival is critical to devel-

oping intelligent and �exible approaches 

that will enable us to live within our plan-

etary boundaries, sustaining the diversity 

of life and lives. �e State of the Apes series 

brings together data and knowledge about 

the impact of human activities on apes and 

their habitat. By identifying potential solu-

tions to avoid or minimise harm, it serves 

as an important resource for surmounting 

the many challenges confronting us and all 

other species on this planet. Across their 

range, ape populations are declining as a 

result of habitat loss and degradation, hunt-

ing and disease; all ape species face the 

threat of extinction. Understanding the scope 

and the impact that killing, capture and trade 

have on the di�erent ape species across 

Africa and Asia, and how these threats a�ect 

their conservation, as well as the well-being 

of individual animals, is vital to �nding solu-

tions for their protection.

�e fourth volume in the State of the 

Apes series focuses on one of the most 

direct threats to apes: hunting. �is activity, 

which is a threat in almost all areas where 

non-human apes are found, results in their 

killing, o�en with the aim of using their 

body parts for food, medicine or other pur-

poses, or live capture and trade to keep the 

animals as pets, for props in the entertain-

ment industry or displayed in collections. 

All apes are protected under the law in 

every country where they exist: the killing, 

capture and trade in apes is therefore illegal. 

Despite this, apes are hunted in every coun-

try where they occur naturally, albeit for 

di�erent and o�en complex reasons. In some 

cases, people hunt for cultural reasons, but 

o�en it is motivated by economic drivers, 

either to earn cash, obtain food or to remove 

an animal that is perceived as a nuisance, 

destroying crops. 

Apes are among the most charismatic 

groups of species in tropical forests across 

Africa and Asia. �ey are intelligent, sen-

tient, social and emotional beings, and given 

their close genetic similarity and shared evo-

lutionary history with humans, they are 

o�en fascinating to people. �is fascination 

or attraction has been one of the factors that 

has given rise to the threats apes currently 

face. It is largely based on their “almost-

human” aspect that great apes and gibbons 

are captured to fuel the entertainment indus-

try and to supply the vibrant pet trade and 

animal collections. 

�e impact of hunting on the individual 

apes concerned are also severe, leading to 

traumatized animals that experience fear, 

loneliness, pain, confusion and isolation 

from other individuals of their species. Most 

apes are social animals, spending years with 

their mother and natal group, learning how 

to survive and interact in the wild. When 

kept in captivity in arti�cial, stressful con-

ditions, they experience trauma that lasts a 

lifetime. �e hunting and killing or capture 

of apes, and their trade, has severe impacts 

on the conservation of these highly threat-

ened species, who o�en exist in fragmented 

populations in forest patches that have already 

been seriously degraded by industrial agri-

culture, extractive industries and infrastruc-

ture projects. �e removal of even a few 

individuals can have signi�cant impacts on 

a species’ future. �eir survival is, quite lit-

erally, in our hands.

Nadya Hutagalung

United Nations Environment Program 

(UNEP) and Great Apes Survival 

Partnership (GRASP) Ambassador/

TV personality
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The Arcus Foundation 

�e Arcus Foundation is a private grant-

making foundation that advances social 

justice and conservation goals. �e Foun-

da tion works globally and has o�ces in 

New York City, USA and Cambridge, UK. 

For more information visit:

  arcusfoundation.org.

Or connect with Arcus at: 

  twitter.com/ArcusGreatApes; and 

  facebook.com/ArcusGreatApes.

Great Apes and Gibbons Program

�e long-term survival of humans, great 

apes and gibbons is dependent on how we 

respect and care for other animals and our 

shared natural resources. �e Arcus Foun-

dation seeks to increase respect for and 

recognition of the rights and value of great 

apes and gibbons, and to strengthen protec-

tion from threats to their habitats. �e Arcus 

Great Apes and Gibbons Program supports 

conservation and policy advocacy e�orts 

that promote their survival in the wild and 

in sanctuaries that o�er high-quality care, 

safety and freedom from invasive research 

and exploitation.

Contact details

New York o�ce:

44 West 28th Street, 17th Floor

New York, New York 10001, United States

+1 212 488 3000 / phone

+1 212 488 3010 / fax

Cambridge o�ce 

(Great Apes and Gibbons Program):

Nine Hills Road

Cambridge CB2 1GE

United Kingdom

+44 (0)1223 653040 / phone

Notes to Readers 

Acronyms and abbreviations

A list of acronyms and abbreviations can 

be found at the back of the book, starting 

on p. 282.

Annexes

All annexes can be found at the back of 

the book, starting on p. 263, except for the 

Abundance Annex, which is available from 

the State of the Apes website: 

  www.stateo�heapes.com.

Glossary

�ere is a glossary of scienti�c terms and 

key words at the back of the book, starting 

on p. 285.

Chapter cross-referencing

Chapter cross-references appear through-

out the book, either as direct references in 

the body text or in brackets. 

Ape Abundance Estimates

Definitive, up-to-date abundance esti-

mates are not available for all ape species. 

�e most recent Abundance Annex, which 

can be accessed at stateo�heapes.com, pre-

sents estimates at the site level and uses 

abundance classes to indicate population 

ranges. In this volume, the Apes Overview 

and some chapters feature abundance 

information based on other geographic 

scales, drawn from a variety of sources, 

including forthcoming Red List assess-

ments. Consequently, some �gures may 

not align exactly.

Ape Range Maps

�e ape range maps throughout this edition 

show the extent of occurrence (EOO) of each 

species. An EOO includes all known popu-

lations of a species contained within the 

twitter.com/ArcusGreatApes
facebook.com/ArcusGreatApes
www.stateoftheapes.com
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